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RELATIVELY DIVISIBLE AND RELATIVELY FLAT OBJECTS
IN EXACT CATEGORIES
SEPTIMIU CRIVEI AND DERYA KESKI˙N TU¨TU¨NCU¨
Abstract. We introduce and study relatively divisible and relatively flat objects in exact
categories in the sense of Quillen. For every relative cotorsion pair (A,B) in an exact category C,
A coincides with the class of relatively flat objects of C for some relative projectively generated
exact structure, while B coincides with the class of relatively divisible objects of C for some
relative injectively generated exact structure. We exhibit Galois connections between relative
cotorsion pairs, relative projectively generated exact structures and relative injectively generated
exact structures in additive categories. We establish closure properties and characterizations in
terms of approximation theory.
1. Introduction
Many important characterizations of rings are of homological algebra nature. Some of the
best known examples are the following ones: a ring R is semisimple if and only if every short
exact sequence of right (or left) R-modules splits; a ring R is von Neumann regular if and only if
every short exact sequence of right (or left) R-modules is pure; a ring R is right pure-semisimple
if and only if every pure short exact sequence of right R-modules splits. These examples exhibit
three classes of short exact sequences in a module category, namely split short exact sequences,
pure short exact sequences and all short exact sequences. It has been noticed years ago that such
classes of short exact sequences share some properties, that can be considered as axioms for a
more general notion, called exact structure (Keller [19], Quillen [25]) or proper class (Buchsbaum
[2]) on an additive category. It turns out that this context of exact structures on additive
categories is a suitable one for developing homological algebra in categories more general than
module categories or abelian categories. First, it encompasses non-abelian categories, which
appear naturally in algebraic geometry (Rosenberg [27]), functional analysis (Frerick, Sieg [12])
etc. Secondly, they allow the use of relative homological algebra in abelian categories (Enochs,
Jenda [10], Garkusha [14]).
As in the above examples, one may have many exact structures on the same category, and it is
useful to find relationships between them as well as characterizations of objects of the category
in terms of such exact structures defined on it. We mention a couple of other examples, out
of many having the root in abelian group theory. Recall that a short exact sequence of right
R-modules 0→ A→ B → C → 0 is called neat if every simple right R-module is projective with
respect to it, and closed if A is isomorphic to a complement (closed) submodule of B (Renault
[26]). Then every closed short exact sequence of right R-modules is neat, while the converse
holds if and only if R is a right C-ring in the sense of [26]. Also, a short exact sequence of right
R-modules is called finitely split if every finitely generated right R-module is projective with
respect to it (Azumaya [1]). Then every finitely split short exact sequence of right R-modules
is pure, while the converse holds if and only if R is a right Noetherian ring [1, Proposition 6].
Further examples of classes of short exact sequences giving exact structures on module categories
include coneat (Fuchs [13]), s-pure (I. Crivei, S. Crivei [6]) or supplement (Mermut [23]) short
exact sequences.
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To each pair of exact structures D and E on an additive category C there are some associated
objects. An object X of C is called D-E-divisible if every short exact sequence from D (called
D-conflation) starting with X belongs to E , and D-E-flat if every D-conflation ending with X
belongs to E . They are inspired by Sklyarenko’s modules of flat type relative to a proper class
[30], and have been reconsidered by Preisser Montan˜o [24, 15.4,15.11] in abelian categories. One
of the two exact structures D and E is often that given by the class of all short exact sequences
in the category, but we point out that this class fails to form an exact structure unless the
underlying category is not quasi-abelian (see Example 2.3). Examples of D-E-divisible objects
in suitable categories include: injective, pure-injective, absolutely pure (i.e., every short exact
sequence starting with it is pure [21, 22]), finitely injective (i.e., every short exact sequence
starting with it is finitely split [1]), finitely pure-injective (i.e., every pure short exact sequence
starting with it is finitely split [1]), absolutely neat (i.e., every short exact sequence starting
with it is neat [8]), absolutely coneat (i.e., every short exact sequence starting with it is coneat
[4]), absolutely s-pure (i.e., every short exact sequence starting with it is s-pure [6]), weak
injective (i.e., every short exact sequence starting with it is closed [35]) objects etc. Each of
the above situations generates a corresponding notion of D-E-flat object, namely projective,
pure-projective, flat, finitely projective [1], finitely pure-projective [1], neat-flat [5], coneat-flat
[4], max-flat [33] and weak flat [36] object respectively.
The objective of the present paper is to give a unified treatment of relative divisibility and
relative flatness in the natural setting of exact categories. Our main motivating examples come
from module theory, but we also present some application to finitely accessible additive cate-
gories, which may not be abelian in general. We do not intend to give an exhaustive study of the
concepts of relative divisibility and relative flatness, but rather to set the stage with some rele-
vant properties and illustrations, and to leave the interested reader to deduce herself/himself the
needed consequences. Most of the results will have two parts, one related to relative divisibility
and one related to relative flatness, out of which we will only prove one, the other following in
a dual manner.
Our paper is organized as follows. We recall in Section 2 the axioms of an exact structure on
an additive category in the sense of Quillen, as refined by Keller. We also present some needed
concepts, such as relative projectively and relative injectively generated exact structures, relative
cotorsion pairs and approximation theory by relative covers and relative envelopes.
In Section 3 we show how the classes Div(D-E) and Flat(D-E) of relatively divisible and
relatively flat objects respectively allow some natural constructions of two Galois connections,
generalizing the original work by Salce [29]. More precisely, let C be an additive category with
an exact structure D, and denote by DCot(C) the class of D-cotorsion pairs in C. Also, denote
by DPEx(C) and DIEx(C) the classes of D-projectively and D-injectively generated exact
structures on C respectively. Then we prove that there are a monotone Galois connection between
DPEx(C) and DCot(C), and an antitone Galois connection between DIEx(C) and DCot(C).
Moreover, we extend and dualize the notion of injectively generated Xu exact structure, and we
show that the above Galois connections restrict to bijective correspondences between D-cotorsion
pairs in C, D-projectively generated Xu exact structures on C, and D-injectively generated Xu
exact structures on C.
Section 4 contains the main properties of relatively divisible and relatively flat objects in
additive categories. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C.
For a class A of objects of C, we define an object X of C to be D-E-A-divisible if every D-
conflation X ֌ A ։ B is an E-conflation, and D-E-A-flat in a dual manner. We show several
closure properties of the classes of D-E(-A)-divisible and D-E(-A)-flat objects of C. Their level of
generality allows many useful consequences, such as the equivalence of the D-resolving property
of A and the D-coresolving property of B for every D-cotorsion pair (A,B) in C, provided C
has enough D-injectives and enough D-projectives. We also characterize D-E(-A)-divisible and
D-E(-A)-flat objects of C in terms of the existence of certain conflations involving them.
Applications of our results are included in a separate paper [9].
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2. Exact categories
We shall use the following concept of exact category given by Quillen [25] (also see Buchsbaum
[2]), as simplified by Keller [19].
Definition 2.1. An exact category is an additive category C endowed with a distinguished class
E of short exact sequences (i.e. kernel-cokernel pairs) satisfying the axioms [E0], [E1], [E2] and
[E2op] below. Then E is called an exact structure on C. The short exact sequences in E are
called E-conflations (or simply conflations), while kernels and cokernels appearing in such exact
sequences are called inflations (denoted by ֌) and deflations (denoted by ։) respectively.
[E0] The identity morphism 10 : 0→ 0 is a deflation.
[E1] The composition of two deflations is again a deflation.
[E2] The pullback of a deflation along an arbitrary morphism exists and is again a deflation.
[E2op] The pushout of an inflation along an arbitrary morphism exists and is again an inflation.
Remark 2.2. The duals of the axioms [E0], [E1] on inflations as well as both sides of Quillen’s
“obscure axiom” hold in any exact category [19]. The version of the latter for inflations states
that if i, p are morphisms such that i has a cokernel and pi is an inflation, then i is an inflation.
Example 2.3. (1) Any additive category has a unique minimal exact structure, whose confla-
tions are the split short exact sequences (e.g., see [3]).
(2) An additive category is called quasi-abelian if it is pre-abelian (i.e., it has kernels and
cokernels), any pushout of a kernel along an arbitrary morphism is a kernel, and any pullback
of a cokernel along an arbitrary morphism is a cokernel. Any quasi-abelian category, and in
particular any abelian category, has a unique maximal exact structure, whose conflations are
the kernel-cokernel pairs [28].
(3) An additive category is called weakly idempotent complete if every split monomorphism has
a cokernel, or equivalently, every split epimorphism has a kernel (e.g., see [3]). A kernel (cokernel)
in an additive category is called semi-stable if its pushout (pullback) along any morphism exists
and is again a kernel (cokernel) (see [7, Definition 2.4]). Any weakly idempotent complete
additive category has a unique maximal exact structure, whose conflations are the kernel-cokernel
pairs consisting of a semi-stable kernel and a semi-stable cokernel [7, Theorem 3.5]. Note that
every additive category has an idempotent-splitting (Karoubian) completion (see [18, p. 75]),
which is weakly idempotent complete.
Definition 2.4. Let C be an additive category with an exact structure E . An object X of C is
called E-injective if every E-conflation starting with X splits. Equivalently, X is E-injective if
and only if Ext1E(C,X) = 0 for every object C of C. The category C is said to have enough E-
injectives if for every object X of C there exists an E-conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z with Y E-injective.
Dually, one defines E-projective objects and categories having enough E-projectives.
The reader is referred to [3, Section 11] for further properties of injective and projective
objects in exact categories.
The following propositions can be easily deduced (also see [24, Section 4] and [31]). They
provide ways to reflect exact structures via functors.
Proposition 2.5. Let F : C → C′ be a covariant (respectively contravariant) additive functor
between additive categories C and C′ with exact structures D and D′ respectively. Then the class
EF of D-conflations X → Y → Z in C such that F (X)֌ F (Y )։ F (Z) (respectively F (Z)֌
F (Y )։ F (X)) is a D′-conflation in C′ defines an exact structure on C.
Proposition 2.6. Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D and Ab the category
of abelian groups. For any object M of C, consider the additive functors H = HomC(M,−),
G = HomC(−,M) : C → Ab. For a class M of objects of C, denote
EMH =
⋂
{EH |M ∈ M} and E
M
G =
⋂
{EG |M ∈ M}.
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Then EMH and E
M
G are exact structures on C, which are called the exact structures D-projectively
generated byM and D-injectively generated by M respectively, and are also denoted by pi−1D (M)
and ι−1D (M) respectively.
When all kernel-cokernel pairs form an exact structure D on an additive category C, we omit
D in Proposition 2.6 and we talk about projectively and injectively generated exact structures.
We recall some categorical results on pushouts and pullbacks for easier reference.
Lemma 2.7. [3, Proposition 2.12] Let C be an additive category with an exact structure.
(1) Consider the following diagram in C, where the rows are conflations:
X //
i
//
f

Y
d
// //
g

Z
X ′ //
i′
// Y ′
d′
// // Z
Then the square XY Y ′X ′ is both a pushout and a pullback.
(2) Consider the following diagram in C, where the rows are conflations:
X //
i
// Y
d
// //
g

Z
h

X //
i′
// Y ′
d′
// // Z ′
Then the square Y ZZ ′Y ′ is both a pushout and a pullback.
Lemma 2.8. [20, Lemma 5.1] Consider the following diagram in an arbitrary category C:
X
i
//
f

Y
d
//
g

Z
h

X ′
i′
// Y ′
d′
// Z
(1) (i) If the two squares are pushouts, then the rectangle is a pushout.
(ii) Assume that the left square is a pushout. Then the exterior rectangle is a pushout
if and only if the right square is a pushout.
(2) (i) If the two squares are pullbacks, then the rectangle is a pullback.
(ii) Assume that the right square is a pullback. Then the exterior rectangle is a pullback
if and only if the left square is a pullback.
Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D. One may construct the Yoneda
bifunctor Ext1D(−,−). For objects X and Z of C, one has Ext
1
D(Z,X) = 0 if and only if every
conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z in C splits, that is, it is isomorphic to the canonical split exact sequence
X ֌ X ⊕ Z ։ Z.
For a class A of objects of C, we denote
A⊥D = {X ∈ C | Ext1D(A,X) = 0 for every A ∈ A},
⊥DA = {X ∈ C | Ext1D(X,A) = 0 for every A ∈ A}.
The notion of cotorsion pair generalizes from abelian categories to exact categories in an
obvious manner.
Definition 2.9. [15, 17] Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D. A D-cotorsion
pair in C is a pair of classes (A,B) of objects in C such that A⊥D = B and ⊥DB = A.
Let A be a class of objects of C. The pair (⊥DA, (⊥DA)⊥D) is a D-cotorsion pair in C, called
the D-cotorsion pair generated by A. The pair (⊥D(A⊥D),A⊥D) is a D-cotorsion pair in C, called
the D-cotorsion pair cogenerated by A.
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Definition 2.10. Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D. A D-cotorsion pair
(A,B) in C is said to have:
(1) enough D-injectives if for every object X of C there exists a D-conflation X ֌ B ։ A
for some objects A ∈ A and B ∈ B.
(2) enough D-projectives if for every object Z of C there exists a D-conflation B֌ A։ Z
for some objects A ∈ A and B ∈ B.
Also, (A,B) is called D-complete if (A,B) has enough D-injectives and enough D-projectives.
Remark 2.11. (1) An additive category C with an exact structure D has enough D-injectives
if the D-cotorsion pair (C, Inj(D)) has enough D-injectives, where Inj(D) denotes the class of
D-injective objects of C. Dually, C has enough D-projectives if the D-cotorsion pair (Proj(D), C)
has enough D-projectives, where Proj(D) denotes the class of D-projective objects of C.
(2) Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D, and let (A,B) be a D-cotorsion
pair in C. Then both A and B are closed under D-extensions [24, 15.3].
Definition 2.12. Let A be a class of objects (always considered to be closed under isomor-
phisms) in a category C. A morphism f : A→ X in C with A ∈ A is called an A-precover of X
if every morphism f ′ : A′ → X in C with A′ ∈ A factors through f . An A-precover f : A→ X
of X is called an A-cover if every endomorphism g : A → A with fg = f is an automorphism.
The class A is called (pre)covering if every object X of C has an A-(pre)cover. The concepts of
A-(pre)envelope and (pre)enveloping class are defined dually.
Definition 2.13. Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D and A a class of
objects in C.
An A-precover relative to D of an object C ∈ C is a D-deflation f : X ։ C with X ∈ A
such that every morphism f ′ : X ′ → C in C with X ′ ∈ A factors through f . An A-precover
relative to D of an object C ∈ C is called an A-cover relative to D of C if every endomorphism
g : X → X with fg = f is an automorphism. The class A is called a D-precovering class (D-
covering class) if every object C ∈ C has an A-precover (A-cover) relative to D. The concepts
of A-(pre)envelope relative to D and D-(pre)enveloping class are defined dually.
A D-cotorsion pair (A,B) in C is called D-perfect if A is a D-covering class and B is a
D-enveloping class.
The following result is easily obtained from [24, Section 16], and shows how D-enveloping and
enveloping (D-covering and covering) classes are related.
Proposition 2.14. [24, Propositions 16.3, 16.4] Let C be an additive category with an exact
structure D, and let A be a class of objects of C.
(1) Assume that D is injectively generated. Then A is a D-enveloping class if and only if A
is an enveloping class and Inj(D) ⊆ A.
(2) Assume that D is projectively generated. Then A is a D-covering class if and only if A
is a covering class and Proj(D) ⊆ A.
For an exhaustive account on exact categories, covers and envelopes we refer to [3, 34].
3. Two Galois connections
The main concepts studied in the paper are those of relatively divisible and relatively flat
objects. They are inspired by Sklyarenko’s modules of flat type relative to a proper class [30].
Let us recall their definition [24, 15.4, 15.11], adapted in an obvious way to exact categories.
Definition 3.1. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C. An
object X of C is called:
(1) D-E-divisible if every D-inflation X ֌ Y is an E-inflation.
(2) D-E-flat if every D-deflation Y ։ X is an E-deflation.
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We denote by Div(D-E) and Flat(D-E) the classes of D-E-divisible and D-E-flat objects of C
respectively.
Remark 3.2. (1) Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D. For the exact
structure E consisting of all split exact sequences, D-E-divisible and D-E-flat objects coincide
with D-injective and D-projective objects respectively.
(2) Let C be a quasi-abelian category. Let D be the exact structure on C given by all kernel-
cokernel pairs and E an exact structure on C. Then D-E-divisible objects and D-E-flat objects
of C are simply called E-divisible and E-flat respectively. We denote by Div(E) and Flat(E) the
classes of E-divisible and E-flat objects of C respectively.
In what follows we shall show that relatively divisible and relatively flat objects may be
used for establishing Galois connections between the posets of relative cotorsion pairs, relative
projectively generated exact structures and relative injectively generated exact structures. We
extend and reformulate results from [24, Section 14] in terms of Galois connections.
We begin with the following proposition, which extends [24, 15.8, 15.15] from abelian cate-
gories to exact categories.
Proposition 3.3. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C.
(1) Assume that E is D-projectively generated by a class M of objects of C. Then an object
X of C is D-E-divisible if and only if Ext1D(M,X) = 0.
(2) Assume that E is D-injectively generated by a class M of objects of C. Then an object
Z of C is D-E-flat if and only if Ext1D(Z,M) = 0.
Proof. (1) (i)⇒(ii) Assume that X is D-E-divisible. Let X ֌ Y ։ M be a D-conflation with
M ∈ M. By hypothesis, it must be an E-conflation. Since E = EMH , M is projective with respect
to this E-conflation, which implies its splitness. Hence Ext1D(M,X) = 0.
(ii)⇒(i) Assume that Ext1D(M,X) = 0. Let X ֌ Y ։ Z be a D-conflation. Since this D-
conflation splits, every M ∈ M is projective with respect to the above D-conflation. Then the
D-conflation must be an E-conflation, because E = EMH . This shows that X is D-E-divisible. 
The next lemma can be immediately deduced from Proposition 3.3 (also, see [24, Lemmas 14.8,
14.9]).
Lemma 3.4. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C.
(1) Assume that E is D-projectively generated. Then (⊥DDiv(D-E))⊥D = Div(D-E).
(2) Assume that E is D-injectively generated. Then ⊥D(Flat(D-E)⊥D) = Flat(D-E).
Let us recall the concept of Galois connection between posets (e.g., see [11]).
Definition 3.5. Let (A,≤) and (B,≤) be posets.
(1) A monotone Galois connection between (A,≤) and (B,≤) consists of a pair (α, β) of
two order-preserving maps α : A→ B and β : B → A such that for all a ∈ A and b ∈ B,
we have α(a) ≤ b if and only if a ≤ β(b). Equivalently, (α, β) is a monotone Galois
connection if and only if for all a ∈ A, a ≤ βα(a) and for all b ∈ B, αβ(b) ≤ b. An
element a ∈ A (respectively b ∈ B) is called Galois with respect to (α, β) if βα(a) = a
(respectively αβ(b) = b).
(2) An antitone Galois connection between (A,≤) and (B,≤) is a monotone Galois connec-
tion between (A,≤) and (B,≥).
Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D. The class Ex(C) of exact struc-
tures on C is partially ordered as follows: for every E1, E2 ∈ Ex(C), E1 ⊇ E2 if and only if
every E2-conflation is an E1-conflation. This relation restricts to ones on the classes DPEx(C)
and DIEx(C) of D-projectively and D-injectively generated exact structures on C. The class
DCot(C) of D-cotorsion pairs in C is partially ordered as follows: for every (A1,B1), (A2,B2) ∈
DCot(C), (A1,B1) ≥ (A2,B2) if and only if A2 ⊇ A1 if and only if B1 ⊇ B2 [16].
Following [24, Section 14] and the original work by Salce [29], we consider the following maps.
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(1) Let Ψ : DPEx(C)→ DCot(C) be defined by
Ψ(E) = (⊥DDiv(D-E),Div(D-E)) = (⊥DDiv(D-E), (⊥DDiv(D-E))⊥D )
(see Lemma 3.4) for every E ∈ DPEx(C), that is, the D-cotorsion pair generated by
Div(D-E). Let
∼
Ψ : DCot(C) → DPEx(C) be defined by
∼
Ψ(A,B) = pi−1D (A) for every
(A,B) ∈ DCot(C), that is, the exact structure D-projectively generated by A.
(2) Let Φ : DIEx(C)→ DCot(C) be defined by
Φ(E) = (Flat(D-E), F lat(D-E)⊥D ) = (⊥D(Flat(D-E)⊥D), F lat(D-E)⊥D)
(see Lemma 3.4) for every E ∈ DIEx(C), that is, the D-cotorsion pair cogenerated
by Flat(E). Let
∼
Φ : DCot(C) → DIEx(C) be defined by
∼
Φ(A,B) = ι−1D (B) for every
(A,B) ∈ DCot(C), that is, the exact structure D-injectively generated by B.
The following proposition offers one of the main motivations for studying relative divisibility
and relative flatness. It is an immediate generalization of [24, 15.10, 15.17] from abelian cat-
egories to exact categories, and it will be frequently used in what follows, sometimes without
explicit reference.
Proposition 3.6. With the above notation:
(1) The map Ψ is surjective. More precisely, for every D-cotorsion pair (A,B) in C, B =
Div(D-E) for the D-projectively generated exact structure E = pi−1D (A) on C.
(2) The map Φ is surjective. More precisely, for every D-cotorsion pair (A,B) in C, A =
Flat(D-E) for the D-injectively generated exact structure E = ι−1D (B) on C.
Theorem 3.7. With the above notation:
(1) The pair (Ψ,
∼
Ψ) is a monotone Galois connection between the posets (DPEx(C),⊇) and
(DCot(C),≥).
(2) The pair (Φ,
∼
Φ) is an antitone Galois connection between the posets (DIEx(C),⊇) and
(DCot(C),≥).
Proof. (1) One shows that Ψ and
∼
Ψ are order-preserving maps between the posets (DPEx(C),⊇)
and (DCot(C),≥) as in [24, 14.10, 14.14]. Also, E ⊇
∼
Ψ(Ψ(E)) for every E ∈ DPEx(C), and
Ψ(
∼
Ψ(A,B)) ≥ (A,B) (even equality) for every (A,B) ∈ DCot(C) as in [24, 14.15].
(2) One shows that Φ and
∼
Φ are order-reversing maps between the posets (DIEx(C),⊇)
and (DCot(C),≥) as in [24, 14.10, 14.14]. Also, E ⊇
∼
Φ(Φ(E)) for every E ∈ DIEx(C), and
(A,B) ≥ Φ(
∼
Φ(A,B)) (even equality) for every (A,B) ∈ DCot(C) as in [24, 14.15]. 
The following definition extends the notion of injectively generated Xu exact structure [24,
14.16] from abelian categories to exact categories, and also gives its dual.
Definition 3.8. Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D .
(1) A D-projectively generated exact structure E on C is called a Xu exact structure if
Proj(E) = ⊥DDiv(D-E).
(2) AD-injectively generated exact structure E on C is called a Xu exact structure if Inj(E) =
Flat(D-E)⊥D .
Corollary 3.9. Let C be an additive category with an exact structure D. Then there are bijective
correspondences between:
(1) D-cotorsion pairs in C.
(2) D-projectively generated Xu exact structures on C.
(3) D-injectively generated Xu exact structures on C.
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Proof. We shall use the following well-known result on Galois connections: if a pair (α, β) of
maps α : A → B and β : B → A is a monotone Galois connection between posets (A,≤) and
(B,≤), then α and β induce a bijective correspondence between the Galois elements of A and
the Galois elements of B with respect to (α, β).
By the proof of Theorem 3.7, every D-cotorsion pair in C is a Galois element with respect to
both Galois connections (Ψ,
∼
Ψ) and (Φ,
∼
Φ).
Let us show that the Galois elements of DPEx(C) with respect to the Galois connection
(Ψ,
∼
Ψ) are the D-projectively generated Xu exact structures on C. First, let E be a Galois
element of DPEx(C) with respect to (Ψ,
∼
Ψ). Then Ψ(E) = (A,B) for some D-cotorsion pair
(A,B) in C, and we have
E =
∼
Ψ(Ψ(E)) =
∼
Ψ(A,B) = pi−1D (A).
By Proposition 3.6, it follows that ⊥DDiv(D-E) = ⊥DB = A ⊆ Proj(pi−1D (A)) = Proj(E). On
the other hand, we have Proj(E) ⊆ ⊥DDiv(D-E), since E is D-projectively generated. Hence
E is a D-projectively generated Xu exact structure on C. Conversely, let E be a D-projectively
generated Xu exact structure on C. Then
E = pi−1D (Proj(E)) = pi
−1
D (
⊥DDiv(D-E)) =
∼
Ψ(Ψ(E)),
hence E is a Galois element of DPEx(C) with respect to (Ψ,
∼
Ψ).
Similarly, one shows that the Galois elements of DIEx(C) with respect to the Galois connec-
tion (Φ,
∼
Φ) are the D-injectively generated Xu exact structures on C. 
We end this section with a characterization of injectively and projectively generated Xu exact
structures, which generalizes [34, Theorem 3.5.1] from module categories to exact categories, and
also gives its dual. The arguments of the implications (ii)⇒(iii) extend those of the Wakamatsu
Lemmas [34, Lemmas 2.1.1 and 2.1.2].
Theorem 3.10. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C.
(1) Assume that E is D-projectively generated and every object Z of C has a Proj(E)-cover
P(Z)։ Z relative to D. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) E is a D-projectively generated Xu exact structure on C.
(ii) Proj(E) is closed under D-extensions.
(iii) For every D-conflation X ֌ P(Z)։ Z in C, X is D-E-divisible.
(2) Assume that E is D-injectively generated and every object X of C has an Inj(E)-envelope
X ֌ I(X) relative to D. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) E is a D-injectively generated Xu exact structure on C.
(ii) Inj(E) is closed under D-extensions.
(iii) For every D-conflation X ֌ I(X)։ Z in C, Z is D-E-flat.
Proof. (1) (i)⇒(ii) Assume that (i) holds. Then Proj(E) = ⊥DDiv(D-E) is closed under D-
extensions, as a class of the above D-cotorsion pair Ψ(E).
(ii)⇒(iii) Assume that (ii) holds. Consider a D-conflation X
i
֌ P(Z)
d
։ Z. Since E is D-
projectively generated, we have E = pi−1D (Proj(E)). Then by Proposition 3.3, in order to show
that X is D-E-divisible, it is enough to prove that Ext1D(M,X) = 0 for every M ∈ Proj(E). To
this end, let M ∈ Proj(E), and consider a D-conflation X
f
֌ Y
g
։ M . Taking the pushout of
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the morphisms i and f we may construct (see Lemma 2.7) the following commutative diagram:
X //
i
//

f

P(Z)
d
// //

f ′

Z
Y //
i′
//
g


V
d′
// //
g′


Z
M M
in which the rows and the columns are D-conflations. Since Proj(E) is closed under D-
extensions, we have V ∈ Proj(E). Now the Proj(E)-precover property of P(Z) yields a mor-
phism h : V → P(Z) such that d′ = dh. Then d = dhf ′, and the Proj(E)-cover property of
P(Z) implies that hf ′ is an automorphism of P(Z). Denote u = (hf ′)−1hi′ : Y → P(Z). Then
uf = i and we may construct the following commutative diagram:
X //
f
// Y
g
// //
u

M
v

X //
i
// P(Z)
d
// // Z
The Proj(E)-precover property of P(Z) yields a morphism w : M → P(Z) such that dw = v.
Then the D-conflation X
f
֌ Y
g
։ M splits by the Homotopy Lemma [32, 7.16]. Therefore,
Ext1D(M,X) = 0 for every M ∈ Proj(E), which shows that X is D-E-divisible.
(iii)⇒(i) Assume that (iii) holds. Let Z ∈ ⊥DDiv(D-E). Consider the D-conflation X ֌
P(Z) ։ Z. Then X ∈ Div(D-E), and so the D-conflation splits. Hence Z ∈ Proj(E), which
shows that E is a D-projectively generated Xu exact structure. 
4. Properties of relatively divisible and relatively flat objects
We collect in the next proposition some first results on the classes of relatively divisible and
relatively flat objects in exact categories. They are immediate generalizations of [24, 15.7 and
15.14]) from abelian categories to exact categories.
Proposition 4.1. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C.
(1) (i) The class of D-E-divisible objects of C is closed under D-extensions and E-inflations.
(ii) Assume that C has products and E is closed under products. Then the class of
D-E-divisible objects of C is closed under products.
(iii) Assume that C has direct limits and E is closed under direct limits. Let (Xi, fij)I be
a direct system of D-E-divisible objects of C with direct limit (lim
−→
Xi, fi) such that
each fij is a D-inflation. Then lim
−→
Xi is D-E-divisible. In particular, the class of
D-E-divisible objects of C is closed under coproducts.
(iv) Every object of C is D-E-divisible if and only if D ⊆ E.
(v) Assume that E is D-projectively generated by a class M of objects of C. Then every
object of C is D-E-divisible if and only if every object of M is D-projective.
(2) (i) The class of D-E-flat objects of C is closed under D-extensions and E-deflations.
(ii) Assume that C has coproducts and E is closed under coproducts. Then the class of
D-E-flat objects of C is closed under coproducts.
(iii) Assume that C has direct limits and E is closed under direct limits. Then the class
of D-E-flat objects of C is closed under direct limits.
(iv) Every object of C is D-E-flat if and only if D ⊆ E.
(v) Assume that E is D-injectively generated by a class M of objects of C. Then every
object of C is D-E-flat if and only if every object of M is D-injective.
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The following proposition is one of the key results on relatively divisible and relatively flat
objects in exact categories, having a number of important consequences.
Proposition 4.2. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C.
Consider the following commutative diagram in C:
X //
i
// Y
f

d
// // Z
g

//
j
// U
h

p
// // V
X //
i′
// Y ′
d′
// // Z ′ //
j′
// U ′
p′
// // V
where each row consists of two D-conflations.
(1) Assume that Ext1D(Z,X) = 0 and Y
′ is D-E-divisible. Then Z ′ is D-E-divisible.
(2) Assume that Ext1D(V,Z
′) = 0 and U is D-E-flat. Then Z is D-E-flat.
Proof. (1) Consider the following commutative diagram:
Y ′ ⊕ Z //
[
1 0
0 j
]
//
[ d′ g ]

Y ′ ⊕ U
[ 0 p ]
// //
[ j′d′ h ]

V
Z ′ //
j′
// U ′
p′
// // V
where the rows are D-conflations. Then the left square is a pushout by Lemma 2.7.
Since Ext1D(Z,X) = 0, there exists a morphism α : Z → Y
′ such that d′α = g. Consider the
pushout of the morphisms [ 1 α ] : Y ′ ⊕ Z → Y ′ and
[
1 0
0 j
]
: Y ′ ⊕ Z → Y ′ ⊕ U , and denote by
[w1 w2 ] : Y ′ ⊕ U → W and l : Y ′ → W the resulting morphisms. Since j′ [ d′ g ] = [ j′d′ h ]
[
1 0
0 j
]
,
the pushout property implies the existence of a unique morphism q :W → U ′ such that ql = j′d′
and q [w1 w2 ] = [ j′d′ h ]. Hence we have the following commutative diagram:
Y ′ ⊕ Z
[
1 0
0 j
]

[ 1 α ]
// Y ′
l

d′
// Z ′
j′

Y ′ ⊕ U
[w1 w2 ]
// W
q
// U ′
where the exterior rectangle is a pushout by the first part of the proof. Then the right square
is a pushout by Lemma 2.8 and we obtain the following commutative diagram:
X //
i′
// Y ′

l

d′
// // Z ′

j′

X //
w
// W
v


q
// // U ′
p′


V V
where the rows and the columns are D-conflations. Since Y ′ is D-E-divisible, the first column is
an E-conflation. Then the last column is also an E-conflation. Hence Z ′ is D-E-divisible. 
Theorem 4.3. Let C be an additive category, let D and E be exact structures on C, and (A,B)
a D-cotorsion pair. Assume that C has enough D-injectives and enough D-projectives.
(1) Assume that E is D-projectively generated by a class M of objects of C. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) For every D-conflation X ֌ Y ′ ։ Z ′ in C with X ∈ B and Y ′ D-E-divisible, Z ′ is
D-E-divisible.
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(ii) For every D-conflation Z ֌ U ։ V in C with V ∈ M and U D-projective, Z ∈ A.
(2) Assume that E is D-injectively generated by a classM of objects of C. Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) For every D-conflation Z ֌ U ։ V in C with V ∈ A and U D-E-flat, Z is
D-E-flat.
(ii) For every D-conflation X ֌ Y ′ ։ Z ′ in C with X ∈ M and Y ′ D-injective,
Z ′ ∈ B.
Proof. (1) (i)⇒(ii) Let Z
j
֌ U
p
։ V be a D-conflation with V ∈ M and U D-projective. Let
X
i
֌ Y
d
։ Z be a D-conflation with X ∈ B. Consider a D-inflation f : Y → Y ′ for some
D-injective object Y ′ of C, and denote by i′ = fi : X → Y ′ the composed D-inflation and
by d′ : Y ′ → Z ′ its cokernel. Then there is a morphism g : Z → Z ′ such that gd = d′f . Now
consider the pushout of the D-inflation j and the morphism g to obtain the commutative diagram
from Proposition 4.2. By hypothesis, Z ′ is D-E-divisible, hence we have Ext1D(V,Z
′) = 0 by
Proposition 3.3. Since U is D-projective, we have Ext1D(U,X) = 0. It follows that Ext
1
D(Z,X) =
0 by Proposition 4.2. Hence Z ∈ A.
(ii)⇒(i) Let X
i′
֌ Y ′
d′
։ Z ′ be a D-conflation with X ∈ B and Y ′ D-E-divisible. Let Z ′
j′
֌
U ′
p′
։ V be a D-conflation with V ∈ M. Consider a D-deflation h : U → U ′ for some D-
projective object U of C, and denote by p = p′h : U → V the composed D-deflation and by
j : Z → U its kernel. Then there is a morphism g : Z → Z ′ such that j′g = hj. Now consider
the pullback of the D-deflation d′ and the morphism g to obtain the commutative diagram from
Proposition 4.2. Since Z ∈ A and X ∈ B, we have Ext1D(Z,X) = 0. Then Z
′ is D-E-divisible
by Proposition 4.2. 
Corollary 4.4. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C. Assume
that C has enough D-injectives and enough D-projectives.
(1) Assume that E is D-projectively generated by a class M of objects of C. Then the
following are equivalent:
(i) The class of D-E-divisible objects of C is closed under D-deflations.
(ii) For every D-conflation Z ֌ U ։ V with V ∈ M and U D-projective, Z is D-
projective.
(2) Assume that E is D-injectively generated by a classM of objects of C. Then the following
are equivalent:
(i) The class of D-E-flat objects of C is closed under D-inflations.
(ii) For every D-conflation X ֌ Y ′ ։ Z ′ with X ∈ M and Y ′ D-injective, Z ′ is
D-injective.
Proof. Use Theorem 4.3 for the D-cotorsion pair (A,B), where A is the class of D-projective
objects and B = C for (1), and A = C and B is the class of D-injective objects for (2). 
Let C be an additive category and D an exact structure on C. Generalizing the corresponding
notions from module categories, a class M of objects of C is called D-resolving (respectively
D-coresolving) if it contains all D-projective objects (D-injective objects), it is closed under
D-extensions and for every D-conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z with Y,Z ∈ M (X,Y ∈ M) one has
X ∈ M (Z ∈ M).
Corollary 4.5. Let C be an additive category, D an exact structures on C, and (A,B) a D-
cotorsion pair. Assume that C has enough D-injectives and enough D-projectives. View B as
the class of relatively divisible objects of C for some exact structure D-projectively generated by
a class of objects N , and A as the class of relatively flat objects of C for some exact structure
D-injectively generated by a class of objects M. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) B is D-coresolving.
(ii) For every D-conflation Z ֌ U ։ V in C with V ∈ N and U D-projective, Z ∈ A.
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(iii) A is D-resolving.
(iv) For every D-conflation X ֌ Y ′ ։ Z ′ in C with X ∈ M and Y ′ D-injective, Z ′ ∈ B.
Proof. Note that A contains all D-projective objects, B contains all D-injective objects, and
both A and B are closed under D-extensions.
The implications (i)⇔(ii) and (iii)⇔(iv) follow by Theorem 4.3.
(i)⇒(iii) Assume that B is D-coresolving. Let Z
j
֌ U
p
։ V with U, V ∈ A. Let X
i
֌ Y
d
։ Z
be a D-conflation with X ∈ B. Consider a D-inflation f : Y → Y ′ for some D-injective object
Y ′ of C, and denote by i′ = fi : X → Y ′ the composed D-inflation and by d′ : Y ′ → Z ′ its
cokernel. Then there is a morphism g : Z → Z ′ such that gd = d′f . Now consider the pushout
of the D-inflation j and the morphism g to obtain the commutative diagram from Proposition
4.2. Since X,Y ′ ∈ B, we have Z ′ ∈ B, and so Ext1D(V,Z
′) = 0. Since U ∈ A, it follows that
Z ∈ A by Proposition 4.2. Hence A is D-resolving.
(iii)⇒(i) This is dual to (i)⇒(iii). 
In what follows we establish some further characterizations of relatively divisible and relatively
flat objects in exact categories.
Proposition 4.6. Let C be an additive category, and let D and E be exact structures on C.
(1) Assume that C has enough D-injectives. Then the following are equivalent for an object
X of C:
(i) X is D-E-divisible.
(ii) There exists an E-conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z, where Y is D-injective.
(iii) There exists an E-conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z, where Y is D-E-divisible.
If E is D-injectively generated by a class of objects M, then they are also equivalent to:
(iv) For every object M ∈ M, every morphism X → M factors through a D-injective
object.
(2) Assume that C has enough D-projectives. Then the following are equivalent for an object
Z of C:
(i) Z is D-E-flat.
(ii) There exists an E-conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z, where Y is D-projective.
(iii) There exists an E-conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z, where Y is D-E-flat.
If E is D-projectively generated by a class of objects M, then they are also equivalent to:
(iv) For every object M ∈ M, every morphism M → Z factors through a D-projective
object.
Proof. (1) (i)⇒(ii) Assume that X is D-E-divisible. Let X ֌ Y ։ M be a D-conflation with
Y D-injective. By hypothesis, it must be an E-conflation.
(ii)⇒(iii) This is clear.
(iii)⇒(i) Assume that there exists an E-conflation X
β
֌ Y ։ Z, where Y is D-E-divisible.
Let α : X ֌ X ′ be a D-inflation. Now consider the pushout of α and β to obtain the following
commutative diagram:
X //
β
//

α

Y // //

γ

Z
X ′ //
δ
// Y ′ // // Z
where the last row is an E-conflation. Then the D-inflation γ : Y → Y ′ is an E-inflation, because
Y is D-E-divisible. It follows that δα = γβ is an E-inflation, hence α must be an E-inflation.
Therefore, X is D-E-divisible.
(i)⇒(iv) Assume that X is D-E-divisible. Let M ∈ M and consider a morphism f : X →M .
There is a D-conflation X ֌ Y ։ Z for some D-injective object Y . This must be an E-
conflation, because X is D-E-divisible. But E = EMG , hence M is injective with respect to
E-conflations. Then f factors through the D-injective object Y .
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(iv)⇒(ii) Assume that (iv) holds. There is a D-conflation X
α
֌ Y ։ Z for some D-injective
object Y . Let f : X →M be a morphism in C with M ∈ M. By hypothesis, f factors through
a D-injective object Y ′, hence there exist morphisms g : Y ′ → M and h : X → Y ′ such that
f = gh. By the D-injectivity of Y ′, there exists a morphism β : Y → Y ′ such that βα = h.
Then gβα = f , hence M is injective with respect to the D-conflation. But E = EMG , hence the
initial D-conflation must be an E-conflation, which concludes the proof. 
Relative divisibility and relative flatness may be further generalized with respect to some
class of objects. These new notions are motivated by some subsequent applications to finitely
accessible additive categories.
Definition 4.7. Let C be an additive category, let D and E be exact structures on C and A a
class of objects in C. An object X of C is called:
(1) D-E-A-divisible if every D-inflation X ֌ A with A ∈ A is an E-inflation.
(2) D-E-A-flat if every D-deflation A։ X with A ∈ A is an E-deflation.
Some closure properties of relatively divisible and relatively flat objects in exact categories
from Proposition 4.1 can be generalized with respect to a class of objects as follows.
Proposition 4.8. Let C be an additive category, let D and E be exact structures on C, and A a
class of objects in C.
(1) (i) Assume that A is closed under E-deflations. Then the class of D-E-A-divisible
objects of C is closed under D-extensions.
(ii) Assume that C has products and E is closed under products. Then the class of
D-E-A-divisible objects of C is closed under products.
(iii) Assume that C has direct limits and E is closed under direct limits. Let (Xi, fij)I
be a direct system of D-E-A-divisible objects of C with direct limit (lim
−→
Xi, fi) such
that each fij is a D-inflation. Then lim
−→
Xi is D-E-A-divisible. In particular, the
class of D-E-A-divisible objects of C is closed under coproducts.
(2) (i) Assume that A is closed under E-inflations. Then the class of D-E-A-flat objects
of C is closed under D-extensions.
(ii) Assume that C has coproducts and E is closed under coproducts. Then the class of
D-E-A-flat objects of C is closed under coproducts.
Proof. (1) (i) Let X
f
֌ Y
g
։ Z be a D-conflation in C such that X and Z are D-E-A-divisible.
Let j : Y ֌ A be a D-inflation with A ∈ A and consider the pushout of g and j. Then we
obtain the following commutative diagram:
X //
f
// Y
g
// //

j

Z

j′

X //
f ′
// A
g′
// //
p


A′
p′


C C
where the rows and columns are D-conflations. Since X is D-E-A-divisible, g′ is an E-deflation.
Then we have A′ ∈ A, because A is closed under E-deflations by hypothesis. Since Z is D-E-
A-divisible, it follows that p′ is an E-deflation. Then p = p′g′ is an E-deflation, and so Y is
D-E-A-divisible.
(ii) Let (Xi)i∈I be a family of D-E-A-divisible objects of C and X =
∏
i∈I Xi. Let f : X ֌ A
be a D-inflation with A ∈ A. For every k ∈ I denote X ′k =
∏
i∈I,i 6=kXi and consider the
canonical split monomorphism αk : Xk → X. Then α
′
k = fαk is a D-inflation and we obtain a
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pullback-pushout commutative diagram of the form:
Xk

αk

Xk

α′
k

X //
f
//
βk


A
g
// //
β′
k


Z
X ′k
//
f ′
k
// Yk
g′
k
// // Z
Since Xk is D-E-A-divisible, it follows that the second column is an E-conflation. Then the
induced morphism
∏
k∈I α
′
k :
∏
k∈I Xk → A
I is an E-inflation. But
∏
k∈I α
′
k is the composition
of morphisms X =
∏
k∈I Xk
f
→ A
j
→ AI , where j is the canonical monomorphism. Then
f : X ֌ A is an E-inflation. Therefore, X is D-E-A-divisible.
(iii) Denote X = lim
−→
Xi. Note that, since each fij is a D-inflation, so is each canonical
morphism fi : Xi → X. Let X
u
֌ A
v
։ Z be a D-conflation in C with A ∈ A. For every i ∈ I,
ui = ufi is a D-inflation and we have a commutative diagram
Xi

fi

//
ui
// A
vi
// // Zi

X //
u
// A
v
// // Z
Since Xi is D-E-A-divisible, the upper row is an E-conflation. Now take the direct limit of the
E-conflations Xi
ui
֌ A
vi
։ Z for i ∈ I and use the closure of E under direct limits in order to
deduce that X
u
֌ A
v
։ Z is an E-conflation. This shows that X = lim
−→
Xi is D-E-A-divisible. 
Theorem 4.9. Let C be an additive category, D an exact structure on C, and (A,B) a D-perfect
D-cotorsion pair in C.
(1) Consider an exact structure E on C such that A coincides with the class of D-E-flat
objects of C and assume that E ⊆ D. Then the following are equivalent for an object X
of C:
(i) X is D-E-A-divisible.
(ii) The B-envelope of X relative to D is D-E-A-divisible.
(iii) There exists an E-conflation X ֌ B ։ A, where A ∈ A and B ∈ B is D-E-A-
divisible.
(iv) There exists an E-conflation X ֌ Y ։ A, where A ∈ A and Y is D-E-A-divisible.
(2) Consider an exact structure E on C such that B coincides with the class of D-E-divisible
objects of C and assume that E ⊆ D. Then the following are equivalent for an object Z
of C:
(i) Z is D-E-B-flat.
(ii) The A-cover of Z relative to D is D-E-B-flat.
(iii) There exists an E-conflation B֌ A։ Z, where A ∈ A is D-E-B-flat and B ∈ B.
(iv) There exists an E-conflation B֌ Y ։ Z, where Y is D-E-B-flat and B ∈ B.
Proof. (1) The existence of the required exact structure E on C follows by Proposition 3.6.
(i)⇒(ii) Assume that X is D-E-A-divisible. Consider the B-envelope X ֌ B(X) of X relative
to D, which does exist and is a D-inflation, because the D-cotorsion pair (A,B) is D-perfect.
Let B(X)֌ A be a D-inflation with A ∈ A. Consider the B-envelope A֌ B(A) of A relative
to D and the induced composition X ֌ B(X)֌ A֌ B(A) of morphisms, which we denote by
α. Then α : X → B(A) is a D-inflation, as a composition of D-inflations. Consider the induced
D-conflations A ֌ B(A) ։ A′ and X ֌ B(A) ։ Z. Since A,A′ ∈ A and A is closed under
D-extensions, we have B(A) ∈ A. Since X is D-E-A-divisible, it follows that α : X → B(A) is
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an E-inflation. Then Z ∈ A, because A is closed under E-deflations by Propositions 4.1 and 3.6.
We have the following induced commutative diagram:
X //
β
// B(X)
γ

✤
✤
✤
X //
α
//

β

B(A)


// //
δ
zz✈
✈
✈
✈
✈
Z
B(X) // // Y // // Z
where the lower D-conflation is obtained by taking the pushout of α and β. The morphism
γ : B(X)→ B(A) such that γβ = α does exist because B(X) is a B-preenvelope of X (relative to
D). Since Z ∈ A and B(X) ∈ B, it follows that Ext1D(Z,B(X)) = 0, hence the lower D-conflation
splits. By the Homotopy Lemma [32, 7.16] there exists the required morphism δ : B(A)→ B(X)
such that δα = β. Then δγβ = β, whence it follows that δγ is an automorphism, using the B-
envelope (relative to D) condition for B(X). Hence γ : B(X)→ B(A) is a split monomorphism,
which implies that B(X)֌ A is a split monomorphism, and so it is an E-inflation. Therefore,
B(X) is D-E-A-divisible.
(ii)⇒(iii) By hypothesis, there is a D-conflation X ֌ B(X)։ A, where A ∈ A and B(X) is
D-E-A-divisible. Since every object of A is D-E-flat, the D-conflation is also an E-conflation.
(iii)⇒(iv) This is clear.
(iv)⇒(i) Assume that there exists an E-conflation X
β
֌ Y ։ A, where A ∈ A and Y is
D-E-A-divisible. Let α : X ֌ A′ be a D-inflation with A′ ∈ A. Now consider the pushout of α
and β to obtain the following commutative diagram:
X //
β
//

α

Y // //

γ

A
A′ //
δ
// Y ′ // // A
where the last row is an E-conflation. Since E ⊆ D and A is closed under D-extensions, we
have Y ′ ∈ A. Then the D-inflation γ : Y → Y ′ is an E-inflation, because Y is D-E-A-divisible.
It follows that δα = γβ is an E-inflation, hence α must be an E-inflation. Therefore, X is
D-E-A-divisible. 
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